Walk/Run Routes

AMCC/David Johnston R&T Park

This route is located on the west side of Waterloo near the Albert McCormick Community Centre. The 3km and 5km routes are on paved trails and sidewalks, and are fully accessible. The routes wind through David Johnston R&T Park and the 3km route requires only a single road crossing to complete. The crossing occurs at an intersection with traffic lights, allowing for controlled crossings.

Event organizers will find this route quiet and low in traffic volume on weekends, especially Sunday mornings when fundraising walks and runs are most popular.

Located near the Albert McCormick Community Centre, which has bookable indoor space. This facility also features washrooms and some parking.

Suitable for up to 300 participants
3km and 5km options

To book walk/run routes contact
Facility Allocation & Booking

fab@waterloo.ca
519-884-5363